GENERAL.   INFORMATION
many reasons in weather forecasting in the
whaling industry and as a possible centre for
world air routes the tempo of exploration and
research wall become even faster in the future
Anteater There are two unrelated families ot
anteaters the Myrmecophagidae and the
Mamdae Among the former the Great Ant
eater (Mirrmecophaga -mbita) is the largest
species over 6 ft in length occurring m Central
and S America Only half its size is the lesser
Anteater (Tamandua tetradactyM this is found
in forests of tropical America and Trinidad
The Two toed Anteater iCydopts didactylus'i
belongs to South America and Trinidad These
three animals live mostly on termites they are
adapted to this diet having large claws for dig
ging out ants and a tubular mouth with a long
sticky tongue The Mamdae are the Scaly
Anteaters or Pangolins widely distributed over
Africa and the Orient The difference between
the two families is that the first has hah- cover
log the body the latter has homy scales instead
Antennae paired feelers of insects and Crustacea
Anthem a choral composition with or without
instrumental accompaniment usually sung
after the third collect m the Church of England
service The words are from the Scriptures
and the composition may be for solo voices
only for full choir or for both Among the
chief British composers of anthems are Tallit.
Pnrcell Croft Boyce gobs and Starner
Anthracite is a black coal with a brilliant lustre
It contains 92% and over of carbon and burns
slowly without smoke or flame See Coal
Anthropoid meaning resembling man a sub-
order of the pnmate mammals including man
and also the gibbon chimpanzee orang utan
and gorilla
Antibiotics See Index to Section P
Anticyclone a region where barometric pressure is
greater than that of lit, surroundings Such a
system is distinguished on weather charts by a
pattern of isobars usually circular or oval
shaped enclosing the centre of high pressure
where the air is calm In the remaining areas
hght or moderately strong winds blow spirally
outwards in a clockwise direction in the Nor
them Hemisphere (and in the reverse direction
in the Southern Hemisphere) in accordance
with Buys Ballot s law (an observer with back
to wind m Northern Hemisphere has lower
pressure to left in Southern to right) Over
the British Isles anticyclonic weather is gener
ally Quiet and settled being fair warm and
sunny in summer and either very cold and often
foggy or overcast and gloomy m winter These
systems move slowly and sometimes remain
practically stationary for days at a tune that
over Siberia being particularly well defined.
Extensive belts of almost permanent anti
cyclones occur m latitudes 30° N and 30 S
Persistent anticyclonic weather with easterly
wmdB durmt the months December to March
1962-3 brought the coldest and hardest winter
to Britain since 1740 (taking the Midlands as
representative)
Antimony Metal element symbol Sb In group
V of the periodic table Exists in various forms
the stable form being a grey brittle metal with a
layer structure The other forms are non
conductors On being burned it gives off
dense fumes of oxide of antimony By itself
it is not of special utility but as an alloy for
hardening other metals it is much used As an
alloy with lead for type metal and with tin and
copper or rinc for Britannia metal it is of great
value. Most important antimony ore is stibnite
(antimony sulphide)
Anti-Pope, one elected in opposition to one held
to be canonically chosen commonly applied to
the popes Urban VI and dement VTI who
resided at Avignon during the Great Schism
(1878-U17)
Anti-proton  the    negative proton " an atomic
particle created m high energy collisions of
nuclear particles    Its existence was confirmed
fflOct 1955    SeeFW.
AnttsemiHsm.   See 34.
Antlers axe the blanched horns of deer the
branches being called tines. Antlers originate
as outgrowths of the frontal bone, and are
usually shed once a year Except in the rein
deer and caribou they are restricted to the male
ant	Le
ire sometimes found e a the soldiers of the
harvesting ants In the communities of those
species of anta which evolved most recently
there is a highly complex social life and well
developed division of labour Some species of
these ante mate slaves of other species stealing
the cocoonB "before the adult forms emerge
Many ants milk greenflies which they
protect for their honey like secretion and most
ants neste contain many guests such as
beetles and silver fish Some ants harvest
gruns of corn and others from S Amenci live
on fungi which they cultivate in underground
mushroom beds
Antarctic  Exploration    In  earlier  centuries it
was thought that a great continent must exist
m the  outhern hemisphere around the South
Pole   to balance the known land masses in
the north    Its supposed extent was greatly re
dueed in the 18th cent  particularly when Capt
Cook sailed for the first tnne south of the Ant
arctic Circle and reached the edge of the ice
pack    A portion of the ice-covered continent —
the coast of Graham Land — was first sighted by
Lieut Edward Bransfleld m 1820    Explorers of
several other nations sighted portions of the
coast line in other Quarters but the first exten
sive exploration was made by Capt   James
Clarke Hoss who with the Erebus and Terror
penetrated into the Eoss Sea in 1841 and dis
covered the great Boss Ice Barrier in 78  South
fat    Interest m the Antarctic did not revive
until after 1890 when an international scheme
of research was drawn up    A Norwegian C E
Borchgrevink   in 1888-1900   was the first to
winter in the Antarctic and to travel on the ice
barrier    The British share m this work was
carried out by Capt E F Scott s expedition m
the Dtscaiiry  1901-4    Scott s party sledged
across the barrier to 82 17 South then a record
farthest   south      A   httle   later    Ernest
Shaokleton beat this by travelling to within
100 mile   of the South Pole    In 1910 Scott
orgimsed his second expedition of the Terra
\<wa and became engaged against his will m a
race for the Pole    when after his departure
the Norwegian Arctic explorer Eoald Ainund
sen suddenly announced that he was sailing for
the Antarctic    Amundsen set up hie base at
the eastern end of the Barrier and relying on
dog teams for hauling his sledges reached the
Pole on December 14 1911    Meanwhile Scott
and his party their start delayed by advejse
weather were marching southwards man haul
ing their sledges for Scott was against the use
of  dogs    After   an   arduous   journey   they
reached the Pole one month after Amundsen.
The return was a struggle against the weather
and   increasing   weakness,  probably  due  to
scurvy until at last they perished within a few
miles of their base    After the First World War
the development of the whaling industry greatly
stimulated  further exploration    Outstanding
expeditions included that of Admiral K   E
Byrd 1929 when he flew over the South Pole
The British Graham Land expedition, 1934
which carried out the first extensive mapping
of any part of the Antarctic continent   and the
TJ S   Navy s Antarctic  Expedition   of 1040
when the whole continent was rarcnmnavigatec
and great areas photographed from the air    In
recent years valuable work has been done by
the  first International  expedition   the Nor-
wegian-Bntish-Swedish Expedition to Queen
Maud Land and by the French to Adehe Land
The Falkland Island Dependencies Survey aei
up during the war has continued the scientific
exploration of Graham Land    The Antarctic
was the scene of high adventure during the
International   Geophysical   Year   (1957-&8)
when scientists from many countries partici
rated in the explorations    The Commonwealth
Trans-Antarctic   Expedition   set   out   from
opposite sides of the continent and met at the
South Pole, the TJ K party led by Sir Vivian
Fuchs, from the Falklands, and Sir Edmund
Hillary and his party from New Zealand.   The
TTJC   party accomplished the first crossing
of the White Continent in 99 days.   Their
scientific work included the making of sefemi<
and   complementary   gravimetric  studies
Since the Antarctic la becoming important for

